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Furthermore, in the beginning seafight their were many difficulties with the game and its servers. Then came the new server are not so big and many new functions such as leagues and ranking were added to the game so it became more interesting and easier to play. At the end of their were always the race for the game. So now came a player of his own boat where he
always above someone else to achieve his highest rank and become the Most Wanted Pirate in the world. Seafight is a Browser-Based 2D / Server-Based MMO. It was founded in early 2017 and to the end of 2017 it only has a small server. The most popular game of Seafight is ShineG In The SeaFight. Choose your boat and sail through the open seas in search of

treasures and glory! The fastest boat of the game is the Selen. In the beginning this was a myth about a man-eating sea creature, but it isn't. He is another new recruit of Seafight. Choose your boat and sail through the open seas in search of treasures and glory! Shiny objects like gold, rubies and emeralds can be won during the course of a quest. You can win unlimited
shipwrecks for each quest and you can visit your rival's ship to see if you can collect all the treasures. Shiny objects like gold, rubies and emeralds can be won during the course of a quest. You can win unlimited shipwrecks for each quest and you can visit your rival's ship to see if you can collect all the treasures. Seafight itself has several activities you can experience,

with its PvP in the end of 2017 Seafight has its own event, that had many difficulties with the game. Then came the new server are not so big and many new functions such as leagues and ranking were added to the game so it became more interesting and easier to play.
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